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ABSTRACT

The OWLeS lake-effect IOP2b case is simulated using the Weather Research

and Forecasting model (WRF) with a horizontal grid spacing of 148 m. The

dynamics and microphysics of the simulated high-resolution snowband and a

coarser resolution band from the parent nest (1.33-km horizontal grid spac-

ing) are compared to radar and aircraft observations. The Ice Spheroids Habit

Model with Aspect-ratio Evolution (ISHMAEL) microphysics is used which

predicts the evolution of ice particle properties including shape, maximum di-

ameter, density and fall speed. The microphysical changes within the band

that occur when going from 1.33-km to 148-m grid spacing are explored.

Improved representation of the dynamics at higher resolution leads to a bet-

ter representation of the microphysics of the snowband compared to radar

and aircraft observations. Stronger updrafts in the high-resolution grid lead

to larger ice nucleation rates and produce ice particles that are more heavily

rimed and thus more spherical, smaller (in terms of mean maximum diameter)

and faster falling. These changes to the ice particle properties in the high-

resolution grid limit aggregation rates and improve reflectivity compared to

observations. Graupel, observed in the band at the surface, is produced in the

strongest convective updrafts, but only at the higher resolution. Ultimately,

the quantitative precipitation forecast is improved at two locations compared

to radar-derived values. Additionally, the duration of heavy precipitation just

onshore from the collapse of convection is better predicted.
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1. Introduction37

Lake-aligned, lake-effect snowbands, such as those observed over Lake Erie and Lake Ontario,38

often produce heavy snowfall downwind of the lake (Niziol et al. 1995; Veals and Steenburgh39

2015). Snow accumulations may exceed 1.5 m in 48 h, with mere centimeters accumulating just40

a few kilometers away (Buffalo NY Weather Forecast Office 2019b). These significant snow ac-41

cumulations cause power outages, collapsed roofs, impassible roads and stranded motorists and42

ultimately loss of life (Schmidlin 1993; Buffalo NY Weather Forecast Office 2019b). These bands43

are generally narrow (∼ 20 km wide), and therefore, while band-scale circulations can be resolved44

by models with O(1 km) horizontal grid spacings (Steenburgh and Campbell 2017; Campbell and45

Steenburgh 2017; Bergmaier et al. 2017), finer-scale features, in particular embedded convection,46

cannot. Lake-effect snowband dynamics and the dynamical impacts on microphysics and precipi-47

tation are therefore not entirely represented in models that employ O(1 km) grid spacings. Knowl-48

edge gained from fine-scale modeling validated against observational studies of these localized49

events can be used to improve forecasts for society’s benefit.50

Both observations and numerical models have been employed to improve lake-effect snow fore-51

casts, with a focus on heavy-precipitation events. Lasting, heavy snowfall tends to occur when52

winds blow parallel to the long axis of an elliptically shaped lake, e.g., Lakes Erie and Ontario53

(Holroyd 1971; Kristovich and Steve 1995; Niziol et al. 1995), which allows the lower atmosphere54

to humidify and destabilize and favors strong convergence along the length axis of the lake (McVe-55

hil and Peace 1965; Peace and Sykes 1966; Passarelli and Braham 1981; Niziol et al. 1995). These56

snowbands are referred to as long-lake-axis-parallel (LLAP, Steiger et al. 2013) bands. Owing to57

the specific synoptic conditions that LLAP bands require and the band-scale circulations required58

for maintenance, prior work has focused on understanding how synoptic conditions impact LLAP59
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snowband formation (Holroyd 1971; Lavoie 1972; Hjelmfelt 1990) and the mechanisms by which60

snowbands form and evolve on meso-α-β scales. Once formed, band intensity and maintenance61

are tied to the nature of the cross-band circulations.62

Observations have been used to analyze the formation and maintenance of LLAP bands includ-63

ing the importance of low-level convergence from both the land breeze (from opposite shores) and64

friction (McVehil and Peace 1965; Peace and Sykes 1966; Passarelli and Braham 1981). Addi-65

tionally, observations have highlighted the increase in precipitation when snowbands interact with66

orography (Peace and Sykes 1966). More recently, coordinated observations during the Lake On-67

tario Winter Storms (LOWS) project (Reinking et al. 1993) and the Ontario Winter Lake-effect68

Systems (OWLeS) field campaign (Kristovich et al. 2017) have provided the data sets necessary to69

use in conjunction with models to improve the prediction of severe lake-effect snow. For example,70

Veals and Steenburgh (2015) used operational radar observations to conclude that LLAP bands are71

the second most common mode of precipitation over the Tug Hill located downwind of Lake On-72

tario, behind “broad coverage”. Minder et al. (2015) used both Micro Rain Radars and an x-band73

profiling radar to determine that precipitation transitioned from convective to stratiform across74

the shoreline and further inland during the OWLeS IOP2b case (a 24-h LLAP-band event during75

which 103 cm of snow fell on Tug Hill). Their conclusion, that the ∼400 m high Tug Hill terrain76

did not invigorate the lake-effect convection onshore, was corroborated by Welsh et al. (2016) who77

used aircraft observations along with other measurements to study characteristics of the ∼3 km78

deep IOP2b LLAP band over the lake and onshore. They found updrafts of up to 10 m s−1 over79

the lake accompanied by heavily rimed snow. They also noted that convection collapsed onshore80

and in-cloud turbulence decreased, but snow particle sizes increased from stratiform ascent over81

the terrain and over a cold dome associated with the polar air mass that came around the south side82

of Lake Ontario and produced a land breeze front stretching from the southeast corner of the lake83
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to the northeast, over Tug Hill. Campbell et al. (2016) looked at the impact of terrain during the84

IOP2b case and found that during times when the banding was weak and more broad in coverage,85

the orographic enhancement was strongest.86

These observational studies motivated high resolution, O(1 km), modeling studies of the OWLeS87

IOP2b case to explore the impacts of Tug Hill on LLAP band snow accumulation (Campbell and88

Steenburgh 2017) and impacts of the mesoscale forcing mechanisms, in particular the shoreline89

geometry (Steenburgh and Campbell 2017) and the secondary solenoidal circulation in the LLAP90

band (Bergmaier et al. 2017). Steenburgh and Campbell (2017) used simulations of the IOP2b91

case to determine that the shoreline geometry along the southeast part of Lake Ontario produce a92

critical land-breeze front, consistent with Welsh et al. (2016). Campbell and Steenburgh (2017)93

used the same simulations to discern that this land breeze front interacted with Tug Hill to produce94

increased precipitation mainly through deposition and accretional growth of ice particles lifted95

over the density current and the hill. Bergmaier et al. (2017) found that these O(1 km) simulations96

capture the cross-band circulation very well, as confirmed by airborne vertical-plane dual-Doppler97

radar data collected along flight legs across the IOP2b LLAP band. They found this circulation to98

be thermally-induced and buoyancy-enhanced over the lake. Over land, the LLAP band circulation99

weakened but the land-breeze front had its own shallower asymmetric circulation. Additional100

modeling studies of other lake-effect snow cases have looked at the impacts of lake ice coverage on101

the location and intensity of precipitation (Wright et al. 2013), the impacts of different boundary102

layer and surface layer schemes on precipitation (Conrick et al. 2015; Fujisaki-Manome et al.103

2017), the sensitivity of precipitation characteristics to various microphysics schemes (Reeves and104

Dawson 2013), and the impact of regional data assimilation on lake-effect snow forecasts (Saslo105

and Greybush 2017).106
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The above studies have provided insight into lake-effect storms and the controls on precipitation107

location and intensity, but all of these modeling studies used O(1 km) horizontal grid spacings.108

Thus, the interaction between the snowband dynamics and microphysics and how precipitation109

characteristics change at higher resolutions has not been explored. Airborne cloud radar data110

shown in Welsh et al. (2016) and Bergmaier et al. (2017) at a resolution of O(10 m) reveal ubiqui-111

tous convective updrafts over the lake (both within the LLAP band and laterally, under the LLAP112

band anvil) at scales that cannot be captured by a 1-km, convection-permitting simulation. The113

issue at hand is relevant to our understanding of gray-zone dynamics, when updrafts are not fully114

resolved, and how this impacts the microphysics.115

Additionally, there are questions as to how improvements to the dynamical representation of116

a simulated lake-effect snowband (though increased model resolution) impact its microphysical117

evolution and ultimately the distribution and intensity of lake-effect snowfall, and how the LLAP118

band forms and evolves in a high resolution simulation without a planetary boundary layer (PBL)119

parameterization. Finally, moving to higher resolution modeling will enable the exploration of the120

lesser known aspects of lake-effect systems, including the interaction between shallow helical-roll121

convection, which first forms near the upwind shore, and the deeper lake-scale LLAP circulation,122

which forms further downwind.123

In this study, the OWLeS IOP2b case is simulated using a nested model configuration with a124

148-m horizontal grid spacing inner domain. Model output is compared to radar and aircraft.125

Differences in the microphysics and dynamics of the band between the 148-m domain and its126

parent domain (1.33-km horizontal grid spacing) are explored. In section 2 we describe the IOP2b127

event, the observations, and the model. Comparisons of model output to the observations are128

discussed in section 3, and the impact of fine-scale model dynamics on the microphysical evolution129

of the band are discussed in section 4. A summary and conclusions are discussed in section 5.130
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2. The OWLeS IOP2b lake-effect case131

a. Synoptic overview132

At 0000 UTC 11 December 2013, an intense LLAP band formed and heavy snow fell for the133

next 24 h (Steenburgh and Campbell 2017). The snowband was associated with a persistent upper-134

level trough bringing Arctic air to the region. By 1800 UTC 11 December 2013, North American135

Regional Reanalysis (NARR) data showed that 850-mb temperatures were −16◦C over Lake On-136

tario and the 850-mb geostrophic wind was parallel to the long axis of the lake (Fig. 1). One137

hundred twelve centimeters of snow was reported in Redfield, New York, in 24 h (Buffalo NY138

Weather Forecast Office 2019a). A more complete synoptic description of the event can be found139

in Campbell et al. (2016).140

b. Observations141

Radar observations used in this study were obtained from the KTYX NEXRAD S-band (10 cm)142

radar located in Montague, New York (NOAA National Weather Service (NWS) Radar Opera-143

tions Center 1991). The KTYX radar variables used are the Level II base reflectivity, the Level III144

Digital Precipitation Rate (DPR/176) and the Level III One-Hour Precipitation (DAA/170). The145

latter two products are based not just on reflectivity, but also dual-polarization values, and have146

been validated extensively against precipitation gauges, though mainly in Oklahoma (Ryzhkov147

et al. 2005). In essence, the radar echoes first are identified (e.g., hail, dry snow, wet snow, bio-148

logical targets, clutter ...) and then hydrometeor-specific relationships with precipitation rate are149

used (Park et al. 2009). All plots using KTYX observations are made using Py-ART (Helmus and150

Collis 2016).151
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Airborne in situ and remote sensing observations utilized in this study were obtained from instru-152

mentation aboard the University of Wyoming King Air (UWKA) research aircraft. Rodi (2011)153

and Wang et al. (2012) discuss the measurement capabilities of the UWKA in great depth. Flight154

level in situ measurements include temperature, air pressure, humidity, the 3D wind components,155

cloud and precipitation particle size distributions, and precipitation particle 2D imaging. In terms156

of remote sensing, the multi-antenna W-band (3-mm wavelength) Wyoming Cloud Radar (WCR)157

was mounted aboard the UWKA during OWLeS and provided vertical cross sections of radar158

reflectivity and Doppler velocity along flight tracks. W-band radars provide very high spatial res-159

olution, but their signal attenuates in the presence of much cloud liquid water, and scattering by160

hydrometeors larger than ∼ 1 mm falls in the Mie regime (Kollias et al. 2007). This study uti-161

lizes WCR measurements from only the near-zenith and near-nadir beams (hereafter the “up” and162

“down” beams, respectively), which were obtained quasi-simultaneously and sampled at 20 Hz163

along the flight track and every 15 m along the beams. The maximum unambiguous Doppler ve-164

locity is ±15.8 m s−1 and the minimum detectable signal for both beams at a range of 1 km is165

about −33 dBZ (Wang et al. 2012).166

The aircraft motion was removed from the WCR Doppler velocity measurements when UWKA167

attitude angles caused the beams to deviate from the vertical. The wind profile from a nearby168

sounding was also used to further correct for horizontal wind contamination arising from off-169

vertical antenna pointing angles, due to these attitude deviations. Following these corrections, the170

resulting velocity measurements from the two beams provide the profile of hydrometeor vertical171

velocity above and below the aircraft. For a more thorough description of how WCR velocities172

were processed along flight tracks across the LLAP band (and across the primary wind) during173

OWLeS, see Welsh et al. (2016) and Bergmaier et al. (2017).174
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Particle size distributions were measured aboard the UWKA by two optical array probes during175

OWLeS, each sorting particles into 101 bins of equal width: a Cloud Imaging Probe (CIP, sizing176

0.01−2.51 mm, 25 micron bin width) and a 2D-Precipitation probe (2D-P, sizing 0.1−20.1 mm,177

0.2 mm bin width). CIP’s first two size bins are ignored because they lack reliability, thus the178

minimum size used here is 0.06 mm. The size of snow particles is complex; particle probe sizes179

mentioned in this study refer to the maximum 2D dimension.180

c. WRF simulation setup181

This study uses the Advanced Weather Research and Forecast (WRF) model version 3.8.1 run on182

the Cheyenne high-performance computer (Computational and Information Systems Laboratory183

2007). The WRF model dynamics are fully compressible and non-hydrostatic, and the prognostic184

equations are time-integrated using a 3rd-order Runge-Kutta method. Four domains are used in a185

nested configuration (Fig. 2a) with horizontal grid spacings of 12 km for domain 1 (d01), 4 km186

for domain 2 (d02), 1.33 km for domain 3 (d03) and 148 m for domain 4 (d04). Seventy-nine187

vertical levels are used on a stretched vertical grid with 29 vertical levels in the first 3 km AGL.188

The advective timesteps used are 54 s, 18 s, 6 s and 1 s for each of the domains. Model output189

is written every ten minutes for d03 and every 5 minutes for d04. The domain top is at 50 hPa190

and is rigid with a Rayleigh damping layer applied to the uppermost 5 km. All four domains are191

initialized at 1200 UTC 10 December 2013, and the analysis period, following a 12-h spin-up, is192

from 0000−2200 UTC 11 December 2013.193

The model setup for domains 1-3 is similar to the setup used by Campbell and Steenburgh194

(2017). Terrain in domains 1-3 is obtained using the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) 30-second195

data. Additionally, these domains use the YSU PBL scheme (Hong et al. 2006) and first-order196

turbulence closure. The Kain-Fritsch cumulus parameterization (Kain 2004) is used on domain 1197
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and calculates moisture tendencies for cloud water and rain but not ice. Domain 4 is setup to run in198

large-eddy simulation (LES) mode in WRF. In LES mode, a 1.5-order turbulence closure scheme199

is used, the PBL scheme is turned off and diffusion is used for vertical mixing. This domain uses200

the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM, Farr et al. 2007) 3-arcsecond (90-m) terrain dataset201

(Fig. 2b). Random potential-temperature perturbations with maximum magnitude of 0.01 K are202

added to the 36 westernmost domain 4 tiles and up to 700 mb to reduce the turbulence spinup time203

on the upwind boundary (Mirocha et al. 2014). Analysis of energy spectra (not shown) reveals204

that turbulence is spun up by Prince Edward Country, Ontario. Domain 4 (d04) will be referred to205

as the WRF-LES domain. Note that two-way feedback between domains is turned off, though a206

sensitivity study (not shown) with feedback on shows little difference in the evolution of the WRF-207

LES domain snowband. Turning off two-way feedback allows for cleaner testing of sensitivity to208

the grid spacings in domains 3 and 4.209

All four domains use the unified Noah land-surface model, the Monin-Obukhov surface layer210

parameterization, the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model for GCMs (RRTMG, Iacono et al. 2008) and211

Jensen ISHMAEL microphysics1. The Jensen Ice-Spheroids Habit Model with Aspect-ratio Evo-212

lution (ISHMAEL) bulk microphysics scheme (Jensen and Harrington 2015; Jensen et al. 2017,213

2018a,b) predicts the evolution of ice particle shape for two ice species, planar-nucleated (ice-214

one) and columnar-nucleated (ice-two) particles. Additionally, a third ice species, aggregates,215

is predicted. All three ice species are modeled using spheroids. In ISHMAEL microphysics,216

ice particle properties including shape, density, maximum dimension and fallspeed are predicted.217

Thus, improvements to the dynamical representation of the simulated lake-effect snowband in the218

WRF-LES domain can be directly linked to changes in microphysical processes (e.g. nucleation,219

1The Jensen ISHMAEL microphysics is publicly available as of WRF Version 4.1, mp physics = 55.
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vapor growth, riming, aggregation) and how these changes impact ice particle properties. Both220

shortwave and longwave radiation are coupled to the microphysics.221

Lake-surface temperatures for all domains are updated every 6 h from the Great Lakes Environ-222

mental Research Laboratory (GLERL) following Campbell and Steenburgh (2017). Additionally,223

ice cover is set manually based on information from the GLERL ice-cover analysis for domains 1-224

3 following Campbell and Steenburgh (2017). Lake Ontario was nearly ice free during the period225

of interest, though a few grid boxes in domain 3 are specified as ice-covered in Prince Edward Bay,226

Chaumont Bay, and Henderson Harbor. For simplicity, no lake ice is specified in the WRF-LES227

domain. We do not expect this to impact our results considering that the ice coverage in those228

bays is sparse, Prince Edward Bay is near the boundary of the WRF-LES domain, and the band is229

generally south of those bays during the analysis time.230

3. Observation and WRF-model output comparison231

WRF-model output from both the 1.33-km domain (d03) and the 148-m domain (d04, WRF-LES232

domain) is compared to radar and aircraft observations. Radar observations are used to evaluate the233

band-scale to convective scale elements in the snowband. Aircraft observations are used to explore234

the finer-scale dynamics and microphysics within the band. Model-observation comparisons are235

used to determine the dynamical and microphysical impacts that occurs when smaller scales are236

resolved in this lake-effect snowband simulation.237

a. Band-scale evaluation using KTYX radar observations238

From 0000-2200 UTC, the region atop Tug Hill received more than 48 mm of liquid with isolated239

regions receiving 64 mm (Fig. 3b), according to the KTYX base reflectivity field. Radar-derived240

liquid-equivalent precipitation is diagnosed from a power-law relationship with reflectivity. The241
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same equation that was used by Campbell et al. (2016), from Vasiloff (2001), is used here, where242

Z = 75S2 and where Z is the reflectivity factor in mm6 m−3 and S is the liquid-equivalent pre-243

cipitation rate in mm h−1. This equation yields 24-h precipitation amounts that are within 1 mm244

of manual observations at Sand Creek, but it underestimates precipitation at North Redfield by245

23% (Campbell et al. 2016). The Level II derived precipitation amounts were verified with surface246

observations using a heated Noah ETI weighing precipitation gauge with a single Alter-style wind-247

shield (Campbell et al. 2016). Undercatchment could be an issue when verifying against surface248

observations (Rasmussen et al. 2012), and therefore we also use Level III precipitation products.249

The Level III One-Hour Precipitation product has a similar spatial distribution of precipitation250

compared to the Z-S relationship but higher 22 h totals (Fig. 3b, dashed contours). Unfortunately,251

the accuracy of this product for lake-effect snow events is unknown.252

Both the WRF-LES domain (Fig 3a.) and d03 (not shown) capture the total accumulated pre-253

cipitation over the entire 22 hour period (also, see Campbell and Steenburgh 2017). The main254

difference between the WRF-LES domain and d03 is in the spatial distribution of the largest pre-255

cipitation amounts on Tug Hill. There is a banded region where accumulations exceed 60 mm in256

d03 (Fig. 3a, cyan contour), as there is in the simulation by Campbell and Steenburgh (2017). In257

contrast, this region has a greater north-south extent in the WRF-LES domain, in better agreement258

with observations. The WRF-LES domain also produces slightly better precipitation amounts at259

Sandy Creek (27 mm) compared to d03, which produces 24 mm of liquid at Sandy Creek (8 mm260

less than the Level II radar-derived value). The WRF-LES domain produces 54 mm at North Red-261

field, in better agreement with the KTYX Level II radar-derived value compared to d03 (which262

produces 57 mm of liquid at North Redfield) but slightly worse when compared to the disaggre-263

gated observations (Table 1). The Level III precipitation product has higher precipitation totals264
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at both Sandy Creek and North Redfield compared to all other observations and model output265

(Table 1).266

During the event, the snowband varied in appearance on radar. At 0100 UTC 11 December 2013,267

snow detected by the KTYX radar began to intensify and a coherent band began to form. By 0220268

UTC 11 December 2013, the band appeared rather contorted, and maximum reflectivity values of269

30-35 dBZ were observed onshore and on the windward side of Tug Hill (Fig. 4c). Sixteen and a270

half hours later, at 1850 UTC 11 December 2013, the KTYX radar displayed a more linear primary271

snowband that extended from Lake Ontario, over the leeward side of Tug Hill, to the Ha-De-Ron-272

Dah Wilderness (Fig. 4f). Reflectivity values of 30-35 dBZ angled to the northeast across Tug Hill273

because the shoreline orientation near Oswego, New York produced land-breeze convergence there274

in a southwest-to-northeast orientation (see Fig. 7a and Steenburgh and Campbell 2017). A much275

weaker, second band can be seen to the north of the main band, and this second band formed due276

to a convergence zone along the northern shoreline of Lake Ontario (see Fig. 7a and Steenburgh277

and Campbell 2017). Convective cells with reflectivity values of 30 dBZ are embedded in the band278

at 1850 UTC over the lake and just onshore. A continuous region with reflectivity values of 30279

dBZ cover the top of Tug Hill south of the radar location.280

The d03 (Fig. 4a, d) and WRF-LES (Fig. 4b, e) reflectivity fields show similar band morphol-281

ogy: by 0220 UTC, the simulated bands are contorted and widen onshore, and by 1850 UTC the282

simulated bands become linear. By 1850 UTC, the band is shifted southward in both domains283

compared to the observations, which also occurred at this time in the simulation by Bergmaier284

et al. (2017). The model-derived reflectivity field is calculated to optimally represent the KTYX285

observations: we assume a 10-cm radar wavelength, and a 0.5◦ tilt angle from the location and286

elevation of KTYX (radar range-height circles are shown in Fig. 4e). The main difference between287

the WRF-LES domain and d03 is that the WRF-LES domain (d04) captures the band’s mesoscale288
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morphology and convective nature better than the 1.33 km simulation (d03). Convective cells with289

reflectivity values of 30 dBZ are embedded in the band in the WRF-LES domain, and similar to290

the observations, the areal extent of reflectivity values greater than 30 dBZ expands onshore. In291

contrast, the d03 band has one continuous region that extends from the lake to the windward side292

of Tug Hill where reflectivity values are greater than 30 dBZ. Domain 3 is more intense than the293

WRF-LES domain with widespread reflectivity values greater than 30 dBZ, but there are no signs294

of convective cells embedded in this band. The d03 band is similar in appearance to bands simu-295

lated by Bergmaier et al. (2017, their Fig. 2b) and Campbell and Steenburgh (2017, their Fig. 3f),296

which both used the same simulation with an inner domain with 1.33-km horizontal grid spacing.297

The coherent, banded region of reflectivity in d03 is a persistent feature. Domain 3 has an298

extended region from the lake to Tug Hill where reflectivity values are 20 dBZ or greater 70%299

of the time (Fig. 5a) and a narrow, banded region where reflectivity values are 30 dBZ or greater300

30% of the time (Fig. 5d). Frequencies of reflectivity values greater than 20 dBZ from both the301

KTXY radar (Fig. 5c) and the WRF-LES domain (Fig. 5b) increase going onshore with maximum302

values corresponding with the highest terrain on Tug Hill. Additionally, there is a broad region in303

the observations over Tug Hill where 10-30% of the time reflectivity values are 30 dBZ or greater.304

This region is shifted to the west in the WRF-LES domain (Fig. 5e). The largest ice particles (with305

largest reflectivity values) are deposited more frequently on Tug Hill in the observations and the306

WRF-LES domain, whereas the largest particles are more frequently deposited along the band and307

closer to the lake shore in d03.308

Probability density plots of reflectivity values at both Sandy Creek (Fig. 6a) and North Red-309

field (Fig. 6b) confirm that d03 has a high bias in reflectivity values, whereas the probability of310

reflectivity values from the WRF-LES domain agrees better with the observations, especially at311

values greater than 25 dBZ. At Sandy Creek, d03 has a low bias in the probability of reflectivity312
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values between 10-15 dBZ compared to observations and a high bias in the probability of reflec-313

tivity values between 30-35 dBZ. This implies that d03 has a mean particle size that tends to be314

biased high. At North Redfield, the observed and WRF-LES domain peaks in the probability of315

reflectivity values are between 25-30 dBZ, whereas d03 has a peak between 30-35 dBZ.316

The above analysis shows one of the impacts on the snowband structure that occurs when reduc-317

ing the simulation horizontal grid spacing. The horizontal grid spacing used in d03 is too large to318

resolve the convective cells embedded in the band. This directly impacts the snowband structure319

as seen in the reflectivity field comparison to observations. Convective cells on radar are approxi-320

mately 1-2 km in diameter as a best estimate, comparable to the sizes of Sodus Bay and the North321

Sandy Pond. The convective cells that are resolved in the WRF-LES domain and not in d03 have322

two impacts on the band as inferred by the comparison to radar observations.323

First, convective cells hinder the aggregation process by increasing ice nucleation and riming324

rates, thus limiting increases in mean particle size and reducing reflectivity values along the band.325

Nucleation generally occurs near the top of the band (see Fig. 13), and in regions where nucleation326

occurs in ISHMAEL microphysics, small, spherical ice is produced which reduces the bulk size of327

an ice distribution and makes the ice particles more spherical on average. In ISHMAEL, a particle328

size distribution shape is assumed, and therefore, nucleation (adding small particles) can reduce329

the mean size of a distribution. Physically, adding particles to a distribution would not impact in330

situ aggregation rates. Regardless, these newly nucleated particles will need time to grow by vapor331

deposition to sizes that can collect.332

Additionally, riming causes ice particles to become more spherical. Smaller, more spherical333

particles collect with a smaller efficiency that larger, more eccentric particles (Connolly et al.334

2012). These processes shift the distribution of reflectivity values towards lower ones in better335

agreement with observations (Fig. 6). The orographic and stratiform lift over Tug Hill is a weaker336
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forcing than convective cells, which provides an environment with significant vapor growth, less337

riming and more aggregation (Campbell and Steenburgh 2017). Thus we expect and do see the338

highest reflectivity values over the terrain in the WRF-LES domain. Second, convective cells339

include narrow, strong up and downdrafts. These convective cells likely disrupt the band-scale340

circulation (see Bergmaier et al. 2017); the WRF-LES domain band is thus composed of convective341

cells in a banded orientation.342

The main snowband forms along the southern shore land-breeze front (LBF1 Steenburgh and343

Campbell 2017) as shown in Fig. 7a. The vertical air motion at 1-km AGL is averaged from344

1600-1800 UTC (during which the band is linear and nearly stationary) for the two domains. The345

band-averaged updraft is stronger in d03, particularly just onshore, even though updrafts within346

individual cells are stronger in the WRF-LES domain. Onshore, average vertical motion from347

d03 is as high as 2.75 m s−1 (Fig. 7b), whereas average vertical motion onshore in the WRF-LES348

domain has a maximum of 2.2 m s−1 (Fig. 7d).349

In contrast to what occurs along the main band, the mid-lake convergence zone (dashed line350

between LBF1 and the CZ in Fig. 7c) and the northern shore convergence zone (CZ) are weaker351

in d03 than the WRF-LES domain (Fig. 7). The band of vertical motion in the middle of the352

lake in the WRF-LES domain is not seen in d03 over the lake. This mid-lake band is also seen353

as a convergence feature at 1800 UTC in the simulations of Steenburgh and Campbell (2017),354

and it produces an updraft of 0.5 m s−1 and reflectivity values over the lake of 10-20 dBZ in355

their simulation. This convergence zone is not related to a land-breeze front (Steenburgh and356

Campbell 2017); it is a center-of-the-lake solenoidal circulation. These convergence zones, the v-357

wind components, and the averaged vertical motions are stronger in the WRF-LES domain over the358

lake (Fig. 7a, c). The onshore merger of the main band, the northern shore convergence zone (CZ)359
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and the mid-lake circulation (along with frictional convergence) produce a wide region onshore360

with updrafts that are stronger than in d03 (Fig. 7b, d).361

The prominence of a single, dominant band-scale circulation in d03 exists both over the water362

(leg 3, Fig. 8a) and just onshore (leg 4, Fig. 8c). In fact, the d03 circulation strengthens onshore363

(Fig. 8c) due to the merger of several convergence zones there (Fig. 7a). On average, the main364

band is narrower in the WRF-LES domain over the lake compared to d03 (Fig. 8a, b, compared365

heating rates and red-shaded region). In contrast to what happens in d03, the strong, narrow366

convergence zone over the lake in the WRF-LES domain collapses onshore and merges with the367

other convergence zones north of it (Fig. 8c). The collapse of convection onshore (Welsh et al.368

2016) is seen in the WRF-LES as the largest vertical air motions and heating rates disappear369

roughly 10 km onshore (Fig. 8d). The collapsed convective elements from the main band remain370

upright and deeper than the merged updrafts north of the main band.371

The dynamical picture shown above supports the radar analysis: A strong main band dominates372

in d03, which is conducive for the growth and collection of ice to form large aggregates along373

the band. In contrast, the stronger, narrower convective elements in the WRF-LES domain both374

break up the band-scale circulation and hinder the aggregation process. The merger and collapse375

of convection onshore in the WRF-LES domain helps explain why the concentrated area of high376

reflectivity values in convective cores expands onshore in areas when the cells collapse.377

b. Fine-scale band evaluation from aircraft observations378

The radar evaluation of the band suggests that the convective elements in the band impact its379

microphysical evolution. Thus, we evaluate the fine-scale dynamics from aircraft observations to380

confirm if this is in fact the case. Additionally, we explore the extent to which the WRF-LES381

domain captures the fine-scale dynamics in the band.382
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The hydrometeor vertical velocity field w (a combination of vertical air motion and reflectivity-383

weighted particle fall speed) is measured directly by the WCR. We use this field to analyze the384

fine-scale dynamics (and microphysics) of the snow band. To compare the model hydrometeor385

vertical velocity to the WCR hydrometeor vertical velocity, reflectivity-weighted fall speeds (see386

Molthan et al. 2016) are output for each of the three ice species in ISHMAEL microphysics.387

A reflectivity-weighted average (using the reflectivity factor) of these three fall speeds is then388

computed as a total average value of the reflectivity-weighted fall speed. This value is combined389

with the vertical air motion from WRF to compute w from the model.390

Distributions of w from the model are sampled along each flight leg (see Fig. 2b) at 1 km AGL391

from both 1600-1800 UTC (model time), when the simulated band is closer in location to the ob-392

served band at 1850 UTC, and 1800-2000 UTC, when the simulated band is slightly farther south393

than the observed band (see Fig. 4). During both time periods, the band is linear. Distributions of394

WCR w for each flight leg contain transects flown between 1905-2029 UTC. Four transects were395

used for leg 3 (over water), three for leg 4 (over the western foothills of Tug Hill), and one for leg396

5 (over Tug Hill).397

The WCR w distribution becomes progressively more narrow going onshore (Fig. 9a-c, black398

line). The peak of this distribution is near−1 m s−1 for each leg which corresponds to ice particles399

falling at 1 m s−1, the approximate fall speed of aggregates (Locatelli and Hobbs 1974). Over the400

lake (leg 3) at 1 km AGL, updrafts of over 7.5 m s−1 were measured, and updrafts of 10 m s−1
401

were measured over the lake up to 3 km MSL (Welsh et al. 2016). The distribution of WCR w402

over the lake (Fig 9a) is positively skewed: downward w values are not as large in magnitude as403

upward values. This is characteristic of boundary-layer moist convection (Zhu and Zuidema 2009;404

Ghate et al. 2010; Lamer and Kollias 2015). Onshore the vertical velocity distribution becomes405
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less skewed and narrower with values ranging from approximately ±3 m s−1 over the windward406

side of Tug Hill (leg 5, Fig. 9c).407

Compared to the WCR w, the WRF-LES domain captures the distribution of the up and down-408

drafts from 1600-1800 UTC along legs 3 (Fig. 9a, orange line) and 4 (Fig. 9b, orange line), whereas409

d03 cannot capture the larger values of the up and downdrafts over the lake, with peak updrafts410

of approximately 3 m s−1 (Fig. 9a, blue line), in agreement with Bergmaier et al. (2017). The w411

distributions are too narrow for both d03 and the WRF-LES domain compared to observations for412

leg 5 (Fig. 9c), though the WRF-LES domain has a wider w distribution in better agreement with413

observations. The discrepancy between the observations and the WRF-LES domain along leg 5 are414

likely caused by the complicated nature of the band over land. The combination of the orography415

(Campbell and Steenburgh 2017), the land-breeze fronts (Steenburgh and Campbell 2017) and the416

collapse of convection (Welsh et al. 2016) all complicate the onshore dynamics. The WRF-LES417

domain compares better to the observations at 1600-1800 UTC than at 1800-2000 UTC (Fig. 9c,418

f) when the simulated band is closer in location (farther north) to the observed band. Thus, the dis-419

tribution of w over Tug Hill (leg 5) is likely still influenced by convection (or the collapse thereof)420

in the band.421

The WCR w spectra are compared to values computed from the WRF-LES domain over both the422

lake and onshore at 1 km AGL (Fig. 10). The w spectra are computed from model output using the423

same w values computed for Fig. 9. Power spectra are computed along two tracks, corresponding424

with flight legs 3 (Fig. 10a) and 5 (Fig. 10b), at each model output time from 1600-1800 UTC,425

and then those spectra are averaged and plotted. This is repeated for the time period 1800-2000426

UTC. The sampling frequency of the modeled spectra is calculated assuming that an aircraft is427

flying through the domain at 100 m s−1. Over the lake, the model has similar power spectral428

densities comparing 1600-1800 and 1800-2000 UTC, but over land (leg 5), the power decreases at429
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the later time in agreement with weaker updrafts (Fig. 9c, f). The inertial subrange is appropriately430

characterized by the WRF-LES domain down to about 1-km (6−7 ∆x, Skamarock 2004) over both431

the lake and land.432

One way to determine how the dynamics and the microphysics are coupled in the lake-effect433

band involves analyzing how reflectivity Z varies with hydrometeor vertical velocity w. Specifi-434

cally, this reveals the coupling between updrafts which produce ice and the location of the largest435

ice particles. WCR Z −w frequency plots (from 0-1 km AGL) along legs 3 (Fig. 11c) and 5436

(Fig. 11f) reveal a strong negative correlation between Z and w over the lake (magenta box) and437

a much weaker but still negative correlation over land. The negative correlation between Z and w438

over the lake implies that strong updrafts contain fewer larger ice particles which are being lofted439

from the tops of these strong updrafts (bounded weak echo regions, BWERs) in a “fountain ef-440

fect” (see Welsh et al. 2016, their Figs. 7c, 8c) and (see Bergmaier et al. 2017, their Fig. 6a, b).441

Over land, a much weaker correlation between Z and w exists in part because up and downdraft442

strengths are weaker.443

Similar Z −w frequency plots created from model output over 1600-2000 UTC and 0-1 km444

AGL to attain a large sample for both d03 and the WRF-LES domain are shown in Fig. 11a, b.445

The model reflectivity (assumed 10-cm wavelength) cannot be directly compared to the WCR (3-446

mm) radar, especially since the WCR (a W-band radar) reflectivity starts to plateau around 10-15447

dBZ on account of Mie scattering and path-integrated attenuation (Kollias et al. 2007; Matrosov448

and Battaglia 2009). Nevertheless, similar results are expected from the model output: sufficiently449

strong updrafts should loft ice particles and be associated with lower reflectivity values.450

The WRF-LES domain shows a weaker negative Z−w correlation over the water (Fig. 11b,451

magenta box) than the observations, but a stronger correlation than d03 (Fig. 11a). Additionally,452

the WRF-LES domain has a larger spread in w over both the lake and land compared to d03453
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(previously shown in Fig. 9). The difference between d03 and the WRF-LES domain is that the454

average w decreases in the WRF-LES domain between Z values of 0 to 18 dBZ, in a more similar455

fashion compared to the observations. This is evidence that the coupling between the microphysics456

and dynamics in the WRF-LES domain is working in the right direction for Z < 20 dBZ, where457

the largest of these particles are pushed out of the top of the strongest updrafts over the lake in a458

“fountain effect”. Over land, the updrafts in both d03 and the WRF-LES domain are weaker and459

there is less of a Z−w correlation, in agreement with observations. As noted, the w distribution460

is too narrow over land for the WRF-LES domain; this is also seen in the analysis of Z−w. The461

WRF-LES domain and d03 over both the lake and land show a spike in w corresponding with462

Z = 25 dBZ. This spike is caused by aggregates, which also tend to correspond with positive463

(upward) w.464

In addition to evaluating the simulation based on WCR w, another way to evaluate the simulated465

microphysical evolution of the band is through a model-observation comparison of ice particle size466

distributions. ISHMAEL is a bulk microphysics scheme with three ice species, all of which have467

fixed gamma distribution shape parameters of ν = 4 (see Jensen et al. 2017). The three ice species468

are combined by binning the size distributions using 200 bins in the space of maximum diameter469

(D). A distribution is created for each model grid cell along a given flight leg from 1600-1800470

UTC. An ice species must have a mass mixing ratio of greater than 0.001 g kg−1 to be included.471

For each D-bin, the spread between the 25th and 75th percentiles is shaded in Fig. 12.472

Over the lake, observations show a general trend of the largest particles (> 3 mm) becoming473

more numerous with decreasing height (Fig. 12a, squares), and the WRF-LES domain shows a474

similar evolution (Fig. 12a, shaded regions). This suggests that the aggregation process is active475

over the lake, especially since 1-cm particles are observed there. The model has a high bias in476
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number concentrations at D = 1 mm and a low bias in number concentration for particles with477

D = 0.1 mm compared to observation.478

Additionally, the observations reveal that the number of large particles increases at 1.7 km479

MSL and just onshore (leg 4) in updrafts w > 1 m s−1 compared to the downdrafts w < 0 m s−1
480

(Fig. 12b). Again, the WRF-LES domain shows a similar result with a distinct separation in ice481

size distributions between the strong updrafts and all downdrafts. These onshore updrafts contain482

large particles (aggregates) with relatively low fall speeds which can be deposited downwind and483

continue to grow by vapor deposition and aggregation over Tug Hill (Campbell and Steenburgh484

2017).485

The model-observation comparison using aircraft observations including hydrometeor vertical486

velocity and ice size distributions demonstrates that the WRF-LES domain captures the stronger487

dynamics that occurs in the band compared to the 1.33-km domain. Additionally, the WRF-488

LES domain captures the general trends in the evolution of ice particle size distribution and the489

interaction between ice particles and the dynamics.490

4. The impact of better-resolved lake-effect band dynamics on ice particle properties491

It was shown that the WRF-LES domain captures both the dynamics and the microphysics of492

the lake-effect band compared to radar and aircraft observations. Thus, we explore the ice particle493

properties including the masses, sizes, shapes, fall speeds, densities, and number concentrations494

to determine the impact of the in-band convective elements on the microphysics. ISHMAEL495

microphysics is a particle property scheme, and therefore, ice particle properties are updated con-496

sistently by process rates such as vapor growth and riming (Jensen and Harrington 2015; Jensen497

et al. 2017). It is expected (as mentioned earlier) that stronger updrafts will produce higher ice498

number concentrations, more riming and fewer aggregates.499
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Larger values of ice number concentrations are produced in the WRF-LES domain from the500

stronger updrafts, particularly for ice-one (nI1), which is planar-nucleated ice, compared to d03501

(Table 2). These higher ice number concentrations occur along both legs 3 and 5 (Table 2). Both502

of the domains produce similar ice-one mass mixing ratios (qI1). Ice-two mass and number con-503

centrations are small because ice-two (columnar-nucleated ice) initiation occurs near−7◦C, which504

is near the surface and generally lower in elevation than where most of the ice nucleation occurs505

for this case. Aggregate mass concentrations are larger in d03 compared to the WRF-LES domain506

along both legs as expected.507

At 1510 along a cross-section through Sandy Creek and 1600 UTC along leg 4, a single cross-508

band circulation exists in d03 (Fig. 13a, c). In contrast, the WRF-LES domain has a main cir-509

culation in which multiple updrafts are embedded (Fig. 13b, c). The single circulation seen in510

d03 is conducive to aggregate formation at 1600 UTC (Fig. 13c, high reflectivity values and the511

black line), whereas the main circulation is broken up in the WRF-LES domain and the stronger512

updrafts support larger ice number concentrations (Fig. 13b, d, white lines), pockets of aggregates513

and a more broken reflectivity field. Additionally, the “fountain effect” is evident in the WRF-LES514

domain at 1600 UTC near y = 21 km and z = 1−1.5 km (Fig. 13d, dark gray shaded region). Here515

the updraft (air motion) is greater than 5 m s−1 and the reflectivity values in the updraft are lower516

than those above it.517

The dynamical differences that exist between d03 and the WRF-LES domains in general lead to518

higher ice number concentrations and more riming (more isometric ice particles) in the WRF-LES519

domain (Fig. 14a, b). The number-weighted aspect ratios (see Jensen et al. 2018a, their Eq. 5) are520

less than unity for planar (oblate) particles. The single cross-band circulation that occurs in d03521

produces rimed and newly nucleated (Fig. 14a, white contour) and isometric particles (φ = 0.5)522

near the top of the updraft and more eccentric (vapor-grown) particles elsewhere. These vapor-523
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grown particles in d03 attain maximum diameters of up to 2 mm near the surface (Fig. 14c), attain524

fall speeds of less than 1 m s−1 (Fig. 14c, black lines) and have densities of 400− 500 kg m−3
525

(Fig. 14a, black lines) which is typical of vapor-grown, branched, planar particles such as den-526

drites. Not surprisingly, this is where the aggregate mass mixing ratios and reflectivity values are527

the largest (Fig. 13a).528

In contrast, the narrower, stronger updrafts in the WRF-LES domain cover a larger areal extent529

across the band than in d03 at 1510 UTC. This supports higher ice number concentrations aloft530

(Fig. 13b) and more rimed particles (Fig. 14b, white contours) with larger aspect ratios (Fig. 14b).531

These rimed particles have aspect ratios of 0.5− 1.0 (Fig. 14b), densities of 300− 400 kg m−3
532

(Fig. 14b, black contours) mass-weighted maximum diameters of 0.5-1 mm (Fig. 14d) and produce533

pockets of ice particles falling faster than 1 m s−1 (Fig. 14d, black contours). Rimed particles were534

observed at the tops of the strongest updrafts at 3 km MSL (Welsh et al. 2016); these particles exist535

in the WRF-LES domain but not in d03.536

Table 3 reveals that at Sandy Creek for the duration of the event, a smaller percentage of aggre-537

gates fell in the WRF-LES domain than in d03. Additionally, a larger percentage of the ice that538

was not aggregates (ice-one) is less eccentric (more spherical). Additionally, updrafts are stronger539

in the WRF-LES domain at Sandy Creek than in d03. Welsh et al. (2016) used disdrometer data540

to estimate that 10% of the precipitation at Sandy Creek was graupel-like based on fall speeds,541

and the most probable particle size was a diameter of 0.5 mm. In the WRF-LES domain, 2.8%542

of the ice falling at Sandy Creek is ice-two and this ice is all quasi-spherical (0.8 < φI2 < 1.2).543

Seven percent of ice-one has aspect ratios greater than 0.25 and 1% of ice-one has aspect ratios544

greater than 0.5. Thus, 3.8% of ice at Sandy Creek in the WRF-LES domain is graupel and 9.8%545

is partially rimed (including graupel) based on particle shape.546
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Ultimately, the pockets of rimed particles produce narrow but significant increases in the vertical547

flux of ice near the surface at Sandy Creek at 1510 UTC (Fig. 15). While rimed particles may only548

account for a relatively small percentage of ice at the surface (at least for this case), those particles549

may help significantly increase precipitation rates locally for brief periods of time. Just onshore550

and over the lake (west of Sandy Creek), liquid equivalent precipitation rates estimated from Level551

II radar data exceed 4.23 mm h−1 (2 inches h−1 of snowfall assuming a 12-1 snow-to-liquid ratio)552

for 30-60 min (Fig. 16c); liquid equivalent precipitation rates from the Level III DPR product553

exceed 4.23 mm h−1 for about 180 min (Fig. 16c, brown contour line). The frequency of these554

heavy precipitation rates, which represent the most hazardous part of lake-effect snow storms,555

are matched better in the WRF-LES than in the d03 simulation. Also, they are seen in the same556

location in the WRF-LES domain (Fig. 16b) but are not seen in d03 (Fig. 16a), where precipitation557

rates this large and for at least 30 minutes do occur just onshore. Additionally, there is a large,558

banded region in d03 where precipitation rates exceed 4.23 mm h−1 for 6.5-7 h, which is not seen559

in the observations. In d03, the duration of relatively heavy snowfall is missed just onshore and is560

over-predicted for a banded region east of North Redfield. These differences are consistent with561

differences in the accumulated precipitation field seen in Fig. 3.562

5. Conclusions563

The OWLeS IOP2b case is simulated using a nested WRF configuration with the innermost564

domain utilizing 148 m horizontal grid spacing, which is nine-fold smaller than used in previous565

simulations of the case (Bergmaier et al. 2017; Campbell and Steenburgh 2017; Steenburgh and566

Campbell 2017). Results using this high-resolution WRF-LES domain are compared with those567

using a coarser 1.33-km horizontal grid spacing domain (d03). A direct result of the increased568
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resolution is that the model is able to capture the strongest updrafts in the band, up to 7.5 m s−1,569

in better agreement with aircraft observations of Doppler hydrometeor vertical velocity.570

There are several changes that occur in the microphysical evolution of the band when stronger571

updrafts are resolved in the WRF-LES domain. These changes are apparent when comparing the572

simulations to radar observations. Stronger updrafts lead to increased ice nucleation rates and573

riming rates. These increases in ice number concentrations and rimed particles produce a higher574

fraction of ice that is not purely vapor grown, and because these more spherical particles collect575

with a lower efficiency than vapor grown ones, aggregation rates are reduced. Radar observations576

generally support this microphysical picture of the band at two locations onshore. The most prob-577

able reflectivity value onshore is less in the WRF-LES domain than the 1.33-km domain because578

aggregation rates are reduced, and because smaller, more numerous particles populate the band.579

Additionally, the stronger updrafts disrupt the cross band circulation, which is on average weaker580

onshore in the WRF-LES domain.581

The overall realism of the d03 simulation in terms of its ability to capture the precipitation as582

well as the general reflectivity field implies that the band dynamics and the evolution of the micro-583

physics including the impact on the reflectivity field are dominated by the band-scale (mesoscale)584

convergence. Nonetheless, differences between d03 and the WRF-LES domain in the reflectiv-585

ity field highlight how better resolving lake-effect dynamics impacts the microphysics, including586

how stronger updrafts change the microphysics. Understanding the impact of better resolved dy-587

namics on microphysics is important because both operational and research models are being run588

at increasingly higher resolution. The WRF-LES domain can be used also as an assessment of589

radar-based precipitation estimation in lake-effect snow storms. It appears that the NEXRAD590

dual-polarization Level III radar precipitation products overestimate the total precipitation in this591
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case, in particular because of an overestimation of the heaviest snowfall rates. Though precipita-592

tion rates derived from the Level II data may underestimate precipitation.593

As models are run at increasingly higher resolutions, a need to change or improve model pa-594

rameterizations, such as microphysics, may be necessary. As found in this study, a shift in595

microphysical process rates occurs when more intense updrafts are resolved. It is beyond the596

scope of this work to determine how traditional microphysics schemes, which use pre-defined,597

discrete categories such as cloud ice, snow, and graupel, will handle higher resolutions for mod-598

eling lake effect snowbands. Traditional schemes must formulate conversion processes between599

categories, and these processes are often ad-hoc and based on thresholds that can lead to large,600

discrete changes in simulated clouds and precipitation (Morrison and Grabowski 2008). Thus,601

we hypothesize that traditional microphysics schemes may be more sensitive to changes in reso-602

lution; better resolving updrafts will increase riming rates which could tip snowband simulations603

from being snow-dominated to graupel-dominated. Schemes like ISHMAEL microphysics and P3604

(Morrison and Milbrandt 2015) that eschew traditional ice categories and smoothly evolve ice par-605

ticle properties like density and fallspeed may be more adept to handle increased model resolution.606

Testing this hypothesis is left to future work.607
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FIG. 1. KTYX radar reflectivity field at 1805 UTC 11 Dec 2013. Orange contours are 850-mb air temperatures

(2 ◦C intervals) and black contours are 850-mb geopotential heights (50 m intervals) from the NARR.
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(a)

KTYX

NR
SC

(b)

d01

d02

d03

d04

FIG. 2. The simulation domain and high-resolution terrain. (a) The all-encompassing parent domain (d01)

and the 3 nests. (b) The WRF-LES domain (d04) terrain. The red lines are the flight legs 3, 4 and 5, from west

to east. The red pluses show the locations of the KTYX radar, North Redfield (NR) and Sandy Creek (SC). The

black contour is the outline of Lake Ontario, and Lake Oneida, south of flight legs 4 and 5, is also contoured.
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(a) d04

(b) KTYX

27 54+ +

++
32

48

FIG. 3. 22-h (0000-2200 UTC 11 Dec 2013) liquid-equivalent accumulated precipitation (a) from the WRF-

LES domain and (b) derived from the KTYX radar. The black contours are smoothed terrain heights from the

WRF-LES domain (0.1 km intervals from 0.1-0.7 km). The cyan contour in (a) is the 60-mm contour from

d03 (1.33-km domain). The dashed contours in (b) are the 22-h accumulated precipitation from the Level III

(DAA/170) product (contours shown are 16, 32, 48 and 64 mm). The pluses show the locations of Sandy Creek

and North Redfield, and their 22-h accumulations from level II KTYX data are shown.
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(e) d04 18:50 UTC

(f) KTYX 18:50 UTC

(d) d03 18:50 UTC(a) d03

(a) d03(b) d04 02:20 UTC

(c) KTYX 02:20 UTC

(a) d03 02:20 UTC

FIG. 4. Reflectivity field at 0220 UTC 11 Dec 2013 from (a) d03, (b) the WRF-LES domain, and (c) the

KTYX radar. (d), (e) and (f) are the same as (a), (b) and (c) but at 1850 UTC 11 Dec 2013. The white contour in

(d) is the d03 25-dBZ contour at 1600 UTC (2h 50 min earlier). The black contours, labeled in (e), in all panels

are smoothed terrain heights from the WRF-LES domain. The gray, dashed circles in (e) are the 1-km and 2-km

above-radar height ranges.
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(a) d03 Z > 20 dBZ

(b) d04 Z > 20 dBZ

(c) KTYX Z > 20 dBZ

(d) d03 Z > 30 dBZ

(e) d04 Z > 30 dBZ

(f) KTYX Z > 30 dBZ

FIG. 5. 22-h (0000-2200 UTC 11 Dec 2013) frequency plot of reflectivity values greater than 20 dBZ from (a)

d03, (b) the WRF-LES domain and (c) the KTYX radar. The black contours are smoothed terrain heights from

the WRF-LES domain. (d), (e) and (f) are the same as (a), (b) and (c) but for reflectivity values greater than 30

dBZ.
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(a) Sandy Creek

(b) North Redfield

KTYX
d03
d04

FIG. 6. Probability density of reflectivity values (every 5 dBZ) at (a) Sandy Creek and (b) North Redfield for

22 h from the KTYX radar (black), d03 (blue) and the WRF-LES domain (orange).
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(b) d03 w-wind (d) d04 w-wind

(c) d04 v-wind

+ + + +

FIG. 7. Lowest model-level, grid-relative v-wind component averaged from 1600-1800 UTC for (a) d03 and

(c) the WRF-LES domain. The dashed black lines show the land-breeze front locations (LBF1, LBF2), the

northern-shore convergence zone (CZ) and the mid-lake convergence zone (unlabeled). Vertical air motion at

1 km AGL averaged from 1600-1800 UTC for (b) d03 and (d) the WRF-LES domain. Values greater than

0.25 m s−1 are shown. The cyan lines are legs 3 and 4, the red pluses are the locations of Sandy Creek and North

Redfield and the black circles correspond to locations in Fig. 8. The black contours are smoothed terrain heights

from the WRF-LES domain.
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m s-1

5 m s-1

(a) d03 Leg 3 (c) d03 Leg 4

(b) d04 Leg 3 (d) d04 Leg 4

FIG. 8. Average vertical air motion from 1600-1800 UTC along leg 3 (see Fig. 2b) for (a) d03 and (b)

the WRF-LES domain. The red contours are θe values, the blue contours are total ice mass mixing ratios of

0.1 g kg−1, the wind vectors are the v and wair (air motion only) component (wair values are threefold for

aesthetics) and the black contours are heating rates of 1, 5, 10 and 15 K h−1 (increasing from thin to thick). (c)

and (d) and the same as (a) and (b) but along leg 4. The black arrows point to the locations marked by black

circles in Fig. 7b, d. The left side of each panel is the southern side.
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(a)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(b)

FIG. 9. Probability densities of Doppler hydrometeor vertical velocity at 1 km AGL from d03 (blue), the

WRF-LES domain (orange), and the WCR (black) averaged from 1600-1800 UTC along (a) leg 3, (b) leg 4 and

(c) leg 5. (d), (e) and (f) are the same as (a), (b) and (c) but averaged from 1800-2000 UTC.
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WCR
d04 16:00-18:00
d04 18:00-20:00

FIG. 10. Power spectral density of Doppler hydrometeor vertical velocity from the WCR (filtered, black), the

WRF-LES domain averaged from 1600-1800 UTC (blue) and averaged from 1800- 2000 UTC (orange) along

leg 3 at 1 km AGL. (b) is the same as (a) but along leg 5. The slopes of the gray lines are −5/3.
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(a) Leg 3 d03 (d) Leg 5 d03

(b) Leg 3 d04 (e) Leg 5 d04

(f) Leg 5 WCR(c) Leg 3 WCR

FIG. 11. Frequency plots of reflectivity versus hydrometer vertical velocity from 1600-2000 UTC and from

the surface to 1 km AGL along leg 3 for (a) d03, (b), the WRF-LES domain and (c) the WCR. (d), (e) and (f)

are the same as (a), (b) and (c) but along leg 5. The white lines show the averages and the magenta boxes show

the same region of Z and w.
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(a) Leg 3 

2DP

CIP
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1.7 km

(b) Leg 4 1.7 km w > 1 m s-1

1.7 km w < 0 m s-1

10
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FIG. 12. Ice particle size distributions from 1600-1800 UTC along (a) leg 3 from the WRF-LES domain at 1

km MSL (green), 1.7 km MSL (orange) and 3 km MSL (blue). The shaded regions bracket the 25-75 percentile

of all ice size distributions from the model along the leg during the time period. The circles are the aircraft CIP

data and the squares are the 2DP data, colored by the same altitude as used for the model output. (b) is the

same as (a) but along leg 4 at 1.7 km MSL and conditionally sampled for w > 1 m s−1 (blue) and w < 0 m s−1

(orange).
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(c) d03 leg 4 1600 UTC

(d) d04 leg 4 1600 UTC

dBZ

(a) d03 SC 1510 UTC

(b) d04 SC 1510 UTC

FIG. 13. Reflectivity field along a north-south cross-section through Sandy Creek at 1510 UTC for (a) d03 and

(b) the WRF-LES domain. The blue contours are the v-wind component (labeled in m s−1), dashed (negative)

are northerly. The filled light gray contours are where wair > 1 m s−1 and the filled dark gray contours are where

wair > 5 m s−1. The black contours are aggregate mass concentrations of 0.5 g m−3 and the white contours are

ice-one number concentrations of 50 L−1. (c) and (d) are the same as (a) and (b) but at 1600 UTC along leg 4.

The left side of each panel is the southern side.
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(a) d03 SC ϕ1 (c) d03 SC D1

(d) d04 SC D1(b) d04 SC ϕ1

FIG. 14. Ice-one aspect ratios along a north-south cross-section through Sandy Creek at 1510 UTC for (a)

d03 and (b) the WRF-LES domain. The white contours are riming rate of 0.0005 g m−3 s−1, the dashed black

contours are temperatures of −10 ◦C, −15 ◦C and −20 ◦C. The black contours are ice-one densities (labeled in

kg m−3). Ice-one mass-weighted maximum diameter along a north-south cross-section through Sandy Creek at

1510 UTC for (c) d03 and (d) the WRF-LES domain. The white contours are ice-one mass concentrations of

1 g m−3. The dashed black contours are temperatures of −10 ◦C, −15 ◦C and −20 ◦C. The black contours are

ice-one mass-weighted fall speeds (labeled in m s−1). The left side of each panel is the southern side.
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d03
d04

FIG. 15. Lowest model level total vertical ice mass flux along the cross-section shown in Fig. 14 from d03

(blue) and the WRF-LES domain (orange). The mass flux of aggregates is shown as the dashed lines. The left

side of the figure is the southern side.
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(a) d03

(b) d04

(c)KTYX

+ +

+ +

+ +

FIG. 16. Time in minutes in which liquid equivalent precipitation rates are greater than 4.23 mm h−1

(2 inches h−1 of snowfall assuming a 12-1 snow-to-liquid ratio) from (a) d03, (b) the WRF-LES domain and (c)

the KTYX radar. Only values greater than 30 min are shown. The contour lines in (c) are calculated from the

Level III (DPR/176) product (contours shown are 60, 180 and 360 minutes). The black contours are smoothed

terrain heights from the WRF-LES domain. The locations of Sandy Creek and North Redfield are shown as red

pluses.
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